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Work lamp

The light can be used inside (outside), such as repair factories, workshops, building sites and so on.

Warning

• Must connect to IPX4 rated socket outlets.
• Do not disassemble the light if you are unprofessional person.
• If the external flexible cable or cord of this luminaire is damaged, it should be exclusively replaced by the manufacture or
his service agent or a similar qualified person in order to avoid hazard.
• Please keep the light out of the touch of children.
• Please make sure the electricity was cut off when replacing the tube.
• Please do not use the light in the plash

Use the light in horizontal way

When the light is put on the gradient
floor in the vertical position. Please put
the cable opposite the gradient side (see
the picture) to avoid dumpage.

Use the light in vertical way
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Tube replacing instruction

NOTE: When taking down the board ,
pls make sure that the inside rubber ring
is in the trough of the board
1. Take down the plastic baffle
(the side without cable)

2. Pull out the cover

Take the cover out
in this position

Press the cover in
this position

Silicon sealing
strips

3. Take down the cover

4. Take down the lamp clip

NOTE: When pull out and take down the cover, it is wrong to pull out the silicon sealing strips. If the strips are pulled out, pls
take down the other board. Make sure that the strips over the both sides are almost the same length, then you can put back
the board (the side with cable)

Pull out the tube
jacket in this
position

5. Take down the tube

6. Assemble the light in the reverse order

Please keep the accessories carefully !
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